
 

 

R8 – 1 June 2019 – Tatura v Mansfield 

Netball 

Tatura netball hosted its alpine cousins at Tatura Park on Saturday in a fixture that saw it hopeful of 
securing a number of wins. 

B-Reserve 

B-Reserve Get the Win, Continue Climb Up the Ladder 

Tatura continued its significant 2019 improvement with a comprehensive victory over Mansfield, 
securing a 42-27 win.  

In dominant display, Tatura secured all four quarter wins and continue to sneak up the ladder. They 
currently find themselves half a game outside finals action. 

The versatile Lauren Bertram was best on court, shooting at her highest percentage for the season. 
Bertram, a Tatura junior product returning to the Club this year, has been a revelation in goals with 
her icy demeanour and ability to score from different ranges a highlight. Chloe Lowden continued her 
tough ring work as a great foil for Bertram, securing continued offensive rebounds.  

Talented junior Caitlin Pogue also continued her stellar season with another smooth performance at 
WD. Called on to play GD against a towering Shepparton Bears outfit last week, Pogue has shown 
her versatility by just as readily switching to the defensive mid-court role. She has taken great strides 
in 2019 and her determination and resilience has seen just reward for her efforts. 

The ever-consistent Maddi Biggs continued her vote getting form with another solid performance at 
WA. Her continued ability to get into space and quick hands ensured the Tatura shooters had first bite 
of the cherry. 

17 & Under fill-in Eliza Pyke came off the bench in the second half to go into goals. Working her 
way back to full fitness from injury, Pyke was able to get some strong time in under the ring and did 
not let the faithful down with a dominant display that eased the Dogs to victory. 

The Bulldogs travel to Benalla this week in a winnable game that could see them again move up the 
ladder. 

Final Score: Tatura 42 v Mansfield 27. 

Best Players:  Bertram, Pogue and Biggs. 

15 & Under 

Dominant Last Seals the Deal for Bulldogs 

The Young Pups turned on the afterburners in the last quarter to blow Mansfield away to get the 
points, running out 32-27 victors. 

Trailing by two at the final change Tatura outscored the Eagles 11-4 to secure its third win of he 
season. 
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Midcourter Elliza Sibio, in her first GVL season, played the best game of her short TFNC career with 
a dominant performance running through the Centre position. Thoughtful and deceptively quick, Sibio 
is highly coachable, a trait that Coach Fiona Boyer must surely value highly. The sky’s the limit for 
Sibio as she continues to hone her craft and develop strength in her passing and physical presence. 

Sibio’s first year GVL mate Sanae Gagliardi also put in a solid performance, working hard in goals 
with her partner in crime Hollie Halliwell. Clever ball use and position inside the ring made for plenty 
of scoring opportunities not only for Gagliardi but also with Halliwell as the two began to establish a 
solid knowledge of their own games. This will only improve as the year moves on. 

Savannah Clothier-Harris or SCH as she has just now been dubbed continued her strong season with a 
consistent display across a number of positions throughout the day. 

The 15s sit on the cusp of the top six but need a win against Benalla this week to maintain contact 
with the upper echelon. 

Final Score: Tatura 32 v Mansfield 27. 

Best players:  Sibio, Gagliardi and SCH. 

17 & Under 

17s Back on the Winning List 

The 10.30 timeslot proved fruitful for the building 17s as they secured their second win from three 
starts with a hard fought 42-31 victory over Mansfield, built largely off-the back of an outstanding 
first half that saw hold a commanding 12 goal lead at the long break. 

Co-Coaches Gaye Eaton and Lisa Cullum have their team playing good, team orientated netball at 
present and would be hopeful of continuing to build into the Winter months. 

Reigning 15 & Under GVL Jacqui Hudgson medallist Elsie Boyer, off the back of her prominent role 
in the victorious GVL Association Championship winning team, again stamped her credentials on the 
competition with another best-on court performance. 

Boyer is a complete player and a joy to watch play. Her control and reading of the game is second to 
none at 17s level and belies her tender years and results in passages of play that drive from her hard 
mid-court work at C. 

Hayley Rennie, who always gets the best (and invariably taller) shooter from the opposition stood, 
well, tall under the ring. Her ability to rebound strongly and apply physical pressure gives a 
significant degree of flexibility to her fellow defender inside and also WD Teah Ryan who gets the 
subsequent opportunity to feed off. 

Attacking midcourter Amira Shaholi, new to the Club in 2019, played her best game of the year, 
coming off the bench to provide great service inside. 

Rebecca Valentin, unavailable for the last two weeks, also shone in her return with her accuracy in 
front of goals a key component of the Bulldogs’ strong first half. 

Like the 15s, the 17s find themselves in a position to push for finals action when they face up against 
a Benalla team also looking to climb the ladder this week. 

Final Score: Tatura 42 v Mansfield 31. 

Best players:  Boyer, Rennie and Shaholi. 
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B Grade 

Tatura Deservedly Secure the Points 

After running close in most of their 2019 games, B got the job done with a strong effort against the 
Eagles, winning 42-36. 

Without the unavailable Kobi Worner the Doggies found a handy replacement in Elsie Boyer – 
backing up from her best-on in the 17s – who decided to simply repeat what she did in the earlier 
timeslot and dominant her more experience opponents with a comprehensive display four quarter 
display. 

Joined by her underage partner in crime Hayley Rennie who again proved her mettle in defence, 
Boyer was unstoppable through the mid and clearly showed why she’s a player of the future at The 
Kennel. 

Another Tatura junior product Steph Hicks was the dominant shooter on court and her athleticism 
made it difficult for the opposition to match-up on. Hicks, still a raw talent, will continue to improve 
under the tutelage of Coach Lisa Cullum as the year wears on. 

It was a pleasing glimpse into the future of Tatura netball with Boyer, Rennie and Hicks joined by 
fellow Tatura junior Olivia Vraca and first year open ager Maddi Hall in the winning line-up, all of 
whom will sooner rather than later be permanent fixtures in the A Grade side. 

Alysha Gill continued her solid season running through the mid, with her pace and hands a constant. 

Final Score: Tatura 42 v Mansfield 36. 

Best Players:  Boyer, Hicks and Gill. 

A Grade 

Eagles Down Dogs in Tough Affair  

Mansfield beat the Bulldogs in a physical affair in A Grade. 

On a tough day for Tatura defenders Molly Boyle and Alex Bertram, the Eagles goalers - one of 
whom’s mother was the Mansfield officiating umpire - applied extreme physical pressure to the 
Bulldog pairing, particularly in a close and hectic final quarter when the game was on the line. 

Boyle and Bertram were outstanding in trying circumstances with their poise and grace a highlight in 
a result that didn’t go the way of the home team on the day, with only a few contemplative 
interventions allowing Mansfield to outscore the Bulldogs by nine goals in a telling last stanza. 

Down the other end of the court, Steph Gorrie, who likewise was subjected to a physical battering, 
showed her class with a steady performance in front of goals that kept the hosts right in it deep into 
the last. Off the back of her 100th A Grade game last week and selection in the GVL Association 
Championship squad, Gorrie continued to provide a hard working option at the always difficult and 
demanding GA position. 

On a day that ended disappointingly on a number of fronts for A Grade, not least of all factors beyond 
its control, the players as a whole should hold their collective heads high for the manner in which they 
conducted themselves, and head to Benalla with a renewed sense of ‘team’ and focus in another 
winnable game. 

Final Score: Tatura 24 v Mansfield 36. 

Best Players:  Bertram, Boyle and Gorrie. 
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Football 

Seniors 

Bulldogs Clip Eagles' Wings 

Tatura rebounded strongly from a disappointing lose to the Bears last week with a resounding win 
over fellow finalist contender Mansfield at Tatura Park on Saturday. 

In what shaped as a season defining contest with both teams sitting equal on points on a log jammed 
ladder. The Bulldogs flexed their muscle and crushed a disappointing Eagles opposition after some 
home truths came home to roost as a result of the previous week's performance against the Bears. 

There would have been some nervous natives early on though as Mansfield snagged the first two 
majors with the dangerous James Lawton working hard for the opposition.  

Jamason Daniels' men then got going, particularly through the midfield as its much-vaunted ball 
movers got their mojo on to steady the ship and head into the first break only a few points down, but 
with a growing confidence of what was to come. 

While not breaking the game open in the second quarter an increased work rate saw Nick Fothergill 
and Matt Shannon the major beneficiaries as their hard running, something that was by and large 
missing from last week, reaped significant rewards with each hitting the scoreboard. It would seem 
Fothergill in particular loves a goal with his damaging run through the middle proving dangerous for 
opposing defenders who can't match his ability to get forward to the contest, let alone shut it down. 

The Bulldogs' work rate saw them head into the man break with a 15 point margin with its midfield 
dominance seemingly like it was about to break the dam wall. 

The third quarter did not disappoint as Tatura slammed on five straight goals in 10 minutes, out of 
eight for the quarter, to take the sting out of the game and take a comfortable 51 point lead into the 
last. And you guessed it the midfield did the damage, including a three goal offering by Shannon. 
Pleasingly, Brandyn Grenfell and Jason Tutt were major contributors whose performances were 
notably better than the previous week. 

The Bulldogs would have been forgiven for coasting to the but a new found ruthlessness saw the 
margin stretch to 10 goal plus margin at the final siren. 

The midfield quartet of Shannon, Fothergill, Tutt and Daniels were the best on the day. Water Wheel 
Country should take heed of the week-in-week-out improvement from its midfield, and with Mitchell 
Elliott to return, take some pleasure insofar as the improvement that still lies in the middle. 

Grenfell, possible learning to adapt to a new role in season 2019, was also great. His ability to draw 
two players intent on double teaming may not see his usual output delivered, but from a team 
perspective is invaluable in accounting for defenders. The faithful should not underestimate the value 
of Grenfell's hard physical work in the air and when it comes to ground. His size belies a cat like 
ability on the deck. His work should never dismissed in this regard as it frees up the forward line to 
capitalise on its numerical advantage. 

Jimmy Fraser also worked hard throughout the day in a tough, bullocking display, while elusive small 
forward James Sullivan did what he does best and snagged three majors. 

The Bulldogs delivered its most disciplined and complete performance of the year and should take 
confidence that its best can match it with any team in the league. That new mettle will be tested next 
week as it heads to Benalla in the first of a two game away stretch, where it attempts to win for the 
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first time since 2010. The match-up, and that against Seymour the following week has the potential to 
be season defining. 

Final Score:  Tatura 19.8.122. v Mansfield 9.4.58 

Goal Kickers:  Shannon 4, Fothergill 4, Sullivan 3, Tutt 2, Grenfell 2, Hill, M.Ryan, C.Ryan and 
McDonald.   

Best Players:  Shannon, Fothergill, Tutt, Daniels, Grenfell and Fraser. 

Development Team 

Development Team Hits its Straps 

A blistering final quarter where the Bulldogs slammed on six unanswered goals saw the Development 
Team get the points over fellow finals fancy Mansfield. 

The Bulldogs also managed to keep the Eagles scoreless in the last and deservedly got home by an 
even six goals. 

Veteran canny forward Dylan Burls topped the scorers with three goals and was ably supported by 
Benji Kennedy, who must be pressing for Senior selection, with two. 

The win consolidated the Bulldogs' position in the top six. 

Along with Kennedy, Luke McGill continued his brilliant form with a best on ground performance. 
The big utility continues to demand respect and a few eyebrows from selectors who would be want to 
not include him in Senior discussions. 

Jake Rennie, in the best from his two games to date, again showed glimpses of his ability. Pleasingly, 
there's little doubt his best is yet to come. 

James Gerrish also played his best game for the year. 

Final Score:  Tatura 10.7.67. v Mansfield 4.7.31. 

Goal Kickers:  Burls 3, Mahoney 2, Kennedy 2, T.Rennie, Winmar, and Morris. 

Best Players:  McGill, Kennedy, J.Rennie, Gerrish, O'Donoghue and Scott. 

Under 18 

18s Continue to Improve 

The Under 18s put in another improved performance against the young Eagles. 

Morrie Serra was a forward star for Tatura with three well crafted goals. 

Sean McAllister made it to BOGs in his two games back. His smooth running and silky skills no 
doubt make a difference to the team, not to mention his leadership. 

Harry Murdoch, Matt Rennie and Serra were also good in a display that augers well for the remainder 
of the season.  

Final Score:  Tatura 3.2.20 v Mansfield 11.13.79. 

Goal Kickers:  Serra 3  

Best Players:  McAllister, Murdoch, Rennie, Serra, Armstrong and Archer. 


